### Topic: Young Marines Rank Structure

#### Standards:
EO.2d – Properly state a Young Marine rank.

#### Objectives:
1. Identify the rank structure system in the Young Marines

#### Essential Questions:
1. What does YM Rank Insignia look like?

#### Materials needed:
Projector, screen/projector, necessary cables, Index cards, markers or permanent markers, PPT, Rank Insignia Handout

#### Activities:
1. Introduce the topic
2. Direct Instruction
   - Use PPT and speaker notes to teach Recruits about the YM Rank Structure.
3. Independent/Group Practice
   - Create flashcards for each rank. On one side they draw the insignia and on the other side the write a description.
   - Matching game in pairs or teams
   - Optional activity: Kahoot!
4. Evaluation
   - Partner quiz using cards. Formal quiz to come.
5. Reflection
   - Discuss which ranks were easiest and which ranks were not as easy to remember.
   - Brainstorm activities to study.
   - Create flashcards to take home.

#### Learning Styles:
Linguistic, spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal

#### Reteaching:
Create flashcards Quizlet cards

#### Accommodations:
Be flexible with how Recruits show their knowledge of the rank structure – allow them to use the pictures or words

#### Web links for class:
- Quizlet: [https://quizlet.com/_4rkquw](https://quizlet.com/_4rkquw)

#### Notes: